
Producer
Playkot

Job Overview

Location: Belgrade, Serbia

Address: Сербия, Белград

Website: http://playkot.com/

Description

SuperCity is a universe with a long history of winning (we have been in the top list on Facebook for many
years in a row). The project has successfully gone through several transformations: technological, process,
content – and today generates 30% of the company’s total revenue.
We are proud of our achievements but believe we can surpass them! That is why we are seeking
a Producer to join our team and lead the Expedition Value Stream to unprecedented success. You will
have the chance to craft a vision, develop a strategic plan, and ensure its continuous growth.
What we’ll entrust you with

Managing the Expeditions value stream.

Developing the long-term vision of the value stream development within the overaching game
strategy.

Achieving the revenue targets and other key metrics.

Identifying scaling points for the Expeditions.

Forming the roadmap of the value stream.

Quality control of game design solutions in Expeditions.

People management (overseeing 2+ game designers).

What we expect from you

Experience as a Direction Lead or Stream/Product Owner of 2 years and more. Experience in
gamedev from 4-5 years.

Proven track record of successful solutions, particularly those contributing to revenue growth.

Good knowledge and understanding of the Expedition market and related genres.

Eager to drive product growth and contribute to its evolution.

http://playkot.com/


Experience in growing team members successfully.

Participation in hiring.

Willingness to relocate to Serbia, Cyprus, Armenia, or another country upon agreement with the
team.

Fluent Russian.

What we offer

An opportunity to contribute significantly to a globally successful project within a stable
international company.

Relocation to Serbia, Cyprus, Armenia or another destination upon our mutual agreement.

Relocation program and assistance with paperwork for residence in countries where our offices are
located.

Competitive salary, reviewed every 6 months based on market trends and your performance.

Flexible work setup: whether you prefer coming to the office, working from home, or a hybrid of
the two, the choice is yours.

Comprehensive medical insurance, sports memberships, educational courses, subscriptions,
psychological counseling, language learning schools, and co-working space rentals as part of our
exclusive ‘BenefitPass’ program.

Full pay during sick leaves and personal leaves, in addition to 20 working days of vacation
annually.
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